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SOLUTION
THE GREASE STOPS HERE!
All sewage systems need regular All sewage systems need regular 

maintenance. Wetwells, lift stations and 

manholes must be cleaned on a regular 

basis prior to inspection and to prevent 

built up debris such as sludge, dirt, 

grease, sand, and other solids. With a 

Gamajet this can be done quickly and 

safely without the use of confined space safely without the use of confined space 

entry, pressure washing and/or scraping. 

In just 12 minutes you can clean any 

vessel! 

HOW IT WORKS
Gamajets are fluid-driven machines 

operating with the standard flow 

provided by most jetter trucks. Once 

lowered into position within the vessel 

on a flexible hose, the Gamajet uses the 

water volume and pressure provided by 

the pump to distribute two high impact 

water jets in a 360-degree pattern water jets in a 360-degree pattern 

blasting grease from the entire surface. 

This rotary impingement action, 

emulsifies the grease, allowing it to be 

pumped downstream. 

THE 12 MINUTE
SOLUTION
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GAMAJET: THE 12 MINUTE SOLUTION

SOLUTIONGAMAJET VIII
CLEANING RANGE: UP TO 75’ 

PRESSURE: 50-300+ PSI

FLOW: 40-120 GPM

IMPACT: UP TO 30 LBS AT 25’
GAMAJET V
CLEANING RANGE: UP TO 10’ 

PRESSURE: 100-1000+ PSI

FLOW: 10-35+ GPM

IMPACT: UP TO 15 LBS OF FORCE

Above is a Gamajet in action. Rotating in a
precise, controlled, 360-degree pattern, it

blasts contaminants from the surface.
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STEP 1. Attach GAMAJET to pump

STEP 2. Position GAMAJET (not your crew) in tank or vessel

STEP 3. Turn on pump

STEP 4. Relax and let the GAMAJET blast away debris!

PROBLEM: Culver City, CA was experiencing major issues with

their wetwells. This flat region requires three massive pump

stations to transfer the citystations to transfer the city’s waste to the wastewater plant.

Unfortunately, the wetwells kept clogging with grease, backing

up the system.

SOLUTION: Implemented Gamajet VIII operating at 65 gpm

and 300 psi

RESULT: In just 12 minutes, the Gamajet VIII emulsified the grease

pad along the walls and bottom, allowing it to be pumped on to

the next station,the next station, The supervisor of the facility claimed it was the

cleanest he had ever seen the wetwell. They immediately added

the Gamajet VIII to their crew and put the stations on a regular

cleaning maintenance plan. They have not had any clogging

since the implementation. 

GAMAJET Accessories
Deflector Plate: Prevents backsplash

through pump station doors

GobyJET: Portable pump system; an

affordable alternative to Jetters or

VacTrucks
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